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5

Abstract6

In recent past years, Internet and Mobile is widely used for communication. Multimedia7

messaging (MMS) and Short Service Messaging (SMS) are the popular services provided by8

the telecommunication companies. In MMS we can easily send picture with text message. In9

SMS we can send text only. These techniques make the communication so fast. As well as the10

communication became easy attention toward information security increased. Data Security is11

the main concern for research. Mostly used techniques for secure communication are12

Cryptography and Steganography. There are so many techniques for steganography and13

cryptography. Mostly used techniques are image steganography and there are so many14

algorithms for this. For the cryptography mainly AES techniques is being used. In this paper15

we are presenting a technique using cryptography and steganography for securing information16

over mobile in MMS. It is very common practice to hide data in LSB of pixel. Spatial and17

frequency domains are generally used for image processing. Spatial domain have so many18

computations comparatively frequency domain. There different transform techniques are used19

for transformation e.g. DCT, FFT and wavelets. Here we are using Discrete Cosine transform20

(DCT) for image steganography and tiny encryption algorithm for cryptography. Tiny21

encryption algorithm (TEA) is block cipher algorithm.It is simple and fast but best for mobile22

application.23

24

Index terms— Steganography, DCT, Messaging.25

1 INTRODUCTION26

he most important characteristics of (digital) information are that it is very easy to create and distribute unlimited27
number of its copies. There may be different type of areas like music, film, book and software which requires28
protection or security. It is a very big problem dealing with the protection of the intellectual and production29
rights. The fact that an unlimited number of perfect copies of text, audio and video data can be illegally30
produced and distributed requires studying ways of embedding copyright information and serial numbers in31
audio and video data. Steganography and watermarking bring a variety of very important techniques how to32
hide important information in an undetectable and irremovable way in audio and video data.Steganography and33
watermarking are main parts of the fast developing area of information hiding. Steganography emphasize on34
hiding of existence of message. Watermarking emphasize on protection in such way that no one can remove or35
change the information. Other way of information security is cryptography. Cryptography hides the message36
from attacker not the existence of that message. The word steganography originally derived from Greek word37
which means ”covered writing” [2].38

2 II. RELATED WORK39

Most of the work has been carried out in the steganography field. Mainly steganography has been done on40
bit map pictures, gif pictures and on gray scale pictures. Researchers have given so many methods for image41
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6 ALGORITHM:

steganography as follows The purpose of steganography is hiding of data in to another data. As defined by Cachin42
[1], steganography is the art and science of communicating in such a way that the presence of a message cannot be43
detected. Steganography refers to the science of ”invisible” communication. Unlike cryptography, where the goal44
is to secure communications from an eavesdropper, steganographic techniques strive to hide the very presence of45
the message itself from an observer [3]. In recent years mobile phones are widely useful devices for communication.46
MMS (Multimedia Messaging Service) is a technology that allows a user of a properly enabled mobile phone to47
create, send, receive and store messages that include text, images, audio and video clips [6]. Now a day’s people48
are using cell phones and wireless technology too much. It is very convenient way for communication by sending49
SMS or MMS. We can also send MMS while we are talking over phone. There is not such application have been50
developed for mobile phone to hide the data. Hiding data in text message has implemented. In this paper mms51
technologies are used for sending message and data hiding technique for jpeg images is used as well as text hiding52
technique is used for steganography. Moreover, there are some constraints for the size of media text cannot53
exceed 30kB, an image must be below 100kB and a video must be smaller than 300kB [4].So many research have54
already been done in the field of image steganography but till now not any technique implemented for mobile55
jpeg steganography, in this paper Steganography has implemented for jpeg image on mobile.56

3 August57

, a) Ancient steganography58
The first recorded use of steganography found from 440 BC back when Herodotus informed to Greece about59

forthcoming attack by writing a message on the wooden and covered it by wax. Another example of ancient60
steganography is Histiaeus who shaved the head of his slave and tattooed the message on it after hair grown61
message was hidden ??13].62

Several steganography methods were used during II world war. Microdots developed by the Nazis are essentially63
microfilm chips created at highly magnification. These dots could contain pages of information and drawing etc.64
The Nazis also employed invisible ink and null ciphers [14].65

Later on steganography came in the form of digital steganography .Digital steganography has been performed66
by various methods some of commonly used methods are as follows.67

4 b) Jsteg Algorithm68

This algorithm made by Derek Upham. It was the first publicly available steganography system for JPEG. Its69
embedding algorithm sequentially replaces the least significant bit of DCT coefficient with message’s data.70

Jsteg algorithm: Input : message, cover images Output: stego image While data left to embed do Get next71
DCT coefficient from cover image if DCT ? 0 and DCT?1 then get next lsb from message replace DCT LSB72
with message LSB end if insert DCT into stego image end while [12] c) F3 Algorithm It differs in double respect73
from jsteg: 1. Instead of overwriting bits it decrement the coefficient’s absolute values in case their LSB does not74
match-except coefficient with the value zero, where we cannot decrement the absolute value. 2. Some embedded75
bits fall victim to shrinkage. due to receiver could not distinguish a zero coefficient, it skips all zero coefficients.76
Hence sender repeatedly embed the affected bits since he notice when he produces a zero [5].77

5 d) F4 Algorithm78

It uses invert steganography and removes the drawback of F3 algorithm. Even positive coefficient shows zero and79
odd shows positive one. Even negative coefficient shows one and odd negative zero. [5] e) F5 Algorithm This80
is developed by Andreas Westfield researcher specialized in steganography. Provably one of the most advance81
program publicly available. It uses matrix encoding technique. The best suitable technique for jpeg steganography82
is considered F5 algorithm [5].83

6 ALGORITHM:84

1. JPEG compression. Stop after quantization. 2. Using password key initialize random number generator 3.85
Instantiate permutation 4. Determine the parameter k from the capacity of carrier medium and the length of86
secret message 5. Calculate the code word length n=2 k -1 6. Embed the secret message with (I, N, K) matrix87
encoding. 7. Continue JPEG compression [5].88

In the mobile computation very less work has been done for steganography. Some research are as follows:89
1. Text Steganography : In 2007 Mohammad Shirali Shahreza and M.Hassan Hasan Shirali Shahreza have90

given the new method for text steganography in SMS (Short Messaging Service). The purpose of this project is91
to hide information in SMS by abbreviations text steganography and with the use of SMS texting language [15].92
2. Steganography in MMS : This work is also carried out by M. Shirali Shareza. He has given the algorithm for93
steganography in MMS using PNG format. He has described the new method of steganography using both text94
and images. First the data is broken into two parts. Each part size is proportionate to the capacity of the text95
and the image for hiding data. For example if the text has 10 bits capacity and the image has more than 20096
bits capacity for hiding data, and the data which we want to hide is 60 bits, then we hide the data as follows:97
First we save the size of information which is stored in the MMS in the image, because knowing the size of the98
information is necessary for decoding correctly the information. Then we hide the first bit in the text. After99
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that we hide 5 next bits in the image. Then we hide the 7th bit in the text. After that we hide 5 next bits in100
the image again. We do this loop until reach the end of data. For hiding data in the text part of MMS message,101
the mentioned text steganography method is used; and for hiding the data in image part of MMS message, the102
image steganography method is used [6].103

7 Steganography in SMS by Sudoku puzzle :104

This technique also presented by Shahreza and Shahreza [16]. In this paper, they proposed a method of hiding105
data in Sudoku puzzle and arranged number in each row and column of Sudoku by permutations of 9!. For hiding106
the data, they place the numbers accordance with the desired permutations in a row or column of 9 x 9 sudoku107
puzzle. In view of this, we solve the Sudoku puzzle in which we want to hide the data. Then we replace certain108
row or column of this Sudoku puzzle in accordance with the permutation 1 through 9 which created [16].109

8 III. PEAK TO SIGNAL RATIO110

Signal to noise (SNR) measures are estimates of the quality of a reconstructed image compared with an original111
image. The basic idea is to compute a single number that reflect the quality of the reconstructed image. The112
actual metric we compute is the peak signal to noise ratio of reconstructed image measure which is called PSNR113
[10].The PSNR is most commonly used as a measure of quality of reconstruction of lossy compression codec. The114
signal in this case is original data and the noise is the error introduced by the compression. When comparing115
compression codec it is used as an approximation to human perception of reconstruction quality, therefore in116
some cases one reconstruction may appear to be closer to the original than another, even though it has a lower117
PSNR (a higher PSNR would normally indicate that the reconstruction is of higher quality). It is most easily118
defined by the mean squared error (MSE) which for two m x n monochrome images I and K where one of the119
image is considered as a noisy expression of the other is defined as:120

The PSNR in decibels (db) is computed using Here MAX I is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.121
When the pixels are represented using 8 bit per sample, this is 255 [11].122

IV.123

9 PROPOSED METHOD124

Previous work is carried out using text steganography and image steganography and for this purpose PNG125
(Portable Network Graphic) image is used. In the future work Author suggested that it could be implemented126
on JPEG file. So in this paper we have done the JPEG steganography-using concept of F5 algorithm [5] we can127
summarize the method as follows:128

In the first step partitioned plan in 8x8 pixel blocks. Secondly generate DCT [Discrete Cosine transform]129
Coefficient block. The basic idea for a steganography algorithm is that, embeds a secret message into a JPEG130
image is to alter the quantization step, the algorithm embeds more zeroes than ones, and this could be statistically131
detectable. Moreover, the histogram of the coefficients contains much odd than even coefficients. We also132
embedded text in text using text steganography [15] a) Steps for procedure: Get the original message which is133
combination of text SMS and JPEG image Get the text to hide (Text which has to be hidden in original message)134
Encrypt the message before hiding. Count the length of message which has to be hide Check the possibility of135
receiving text to hide (limitation of hiding text) Hide the bits according to the order of (1,2,4,16,?) in the text.136
After completion in text part remaining bits hide in the image. For receiver side follow the procedure in reverse137
order. b) Step to hide in text: In all four cases we do not change more than one bit [5].138

10 d) Encryption for text:139

In this paper for encryption in text which has to be hide, ”Tiny encryption Algorithm” has been used. It can140
be used as replacement of DES, and short enough to write in to almost any program on any computer [9].It141
has 32 rounds of simple processes which are shifts, additions and XORs. It is suitable encryption for J2ME142
implementation.143

11 RESULT144

We have used different images to embed the data inside. Here one message is conveyed and text is hidden inside145
it. After embedding the whole message converted in capital letters and replacement has done according to few146
matching word list shown in table ??.147

Table ?? shows the PSNR value for different images hiding the same data. Original image contain the hidden148
data ”Roopesh” which produce stego image. The PSNR value gives peak signal to nose ratio. Usually PSNR149
more than 35db is considered good quality so our results have the good values. 1 2 3150

1© 2011 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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11 RESULT

Figure 1:
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Figure 2: Fig. 1 :
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Figure 3: Fig. 3 :
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Figure 4: Table I :
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Figure 5: Table 2 :
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.1 CONCLUSION

.1 CONCLUSION151

Previously steganography was implemented using PNG images. Images contain different formats. Most widely152
used format is JPEG.F5 is the algorithm for JPEG steganography. In this paper it is implemented for153
steganography in MMS using JPEG over mobile communication. It is too much secure because data which154
has to be hide is encrypted first than embed in to message in both text as well as image. We can also develop155
the algorithm using wavelet transformation. Further study can be applied on audio steganography in MMS.156
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